
WRITE A NOTE ON OFFICE INFORMATION SYSTEM AND EXPLAIN IT

WITH A WORKING EXAMPLE

Information system, an integrated set of components for collecting, storing, and processing data What are you looking
for? Business firms and other organizations rely on information systems to carry out and manage their mix of
organizations, changed the type of products bought, and influenced the nature of work.

The World Wide Web and E-Commerce First invented in , the Internet was confined to use by universities,
government agencies, and researchers for many years. Technology Technology can be thought of as the
application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes. In fact, all of the definitions presented at the
beginning of this chapter focused on how information systems manage data. So they were incapable of
supporting process-oriented office activity such as approving loans or handling work orders. Computers were
now seen as tools to collaborate internally, within an organization. Systems integrated to a lesser extent, such
as through common operating environments also fall into this umbrella. Data The third component is data.
Web 2. Computer hardware Today throughout the world even the smallest firms, as well as many households,
own or lease computers. Dave Bourgeois and David T. This means that they have defined rules that guides
them while making decisions. Hirschheim eds. Users at this level use make structured decisions. A financial
planning system will enable senior executives to ask what if questions and adjust the values for total sales, the
cost of goods, etc. These five components integrate to perform input, process, output, feedback and control. In
this paper we provide a retrospective on OIS technologies with the hope of stimulating interest in the
discipline and addressing the needs of office workers worldwide. People consist of device operators, network
administrators and system specialist. It employs the philosophy of the late Herman Dooyeweerd to
differentiate distinct aspects or 'spheres of meaning'. The training schedule is placed on the web and interested
employees fill a small form online. Amazon uses artificial intelligence techniques too to suggest products that
you should buy also based on what you are currently getting. Network consists of hubs, communication media
and network devices. Just as the mainframe before it, the PC will continue to play a key role in business, but
will no longer be the primary way that people interact and do business. Therefore, an information system in an
organization can be divided into operations support system and management support system. The first three,
fitting under the technology category, are generally what most students think of when asked to define
information systems. We will discuss ERP systems as part of the chapter on process chapter 9. In order to
fully understand information systems, students must understand how all of these components work together to
bring value to an organization. This is a classic scenario that is repeated in countless organizations worldwide
for reasons that are well known [7] : 1 No single software or software combination satisfies all business needs.
Information systems are becoming more and more integrated with organizational processes, bringing more
productivity and better control to those processes. Process The last component of information systems is
process.


